
ROLEX STRATEGIC PLAN

Sep 6, Segmentation, targeting, positioning in the Marketing strategy of Rolex â€“. Since the Rolex watches are meant
for the high-income group individuals, therefore it uses undifferentiated targeting strategy. Competitive advantage in the
Marketing strategy of Rolex â€“.

The main focus has been on the production of quality and luxury watches. Source Rolex is also the main
sponsor of the academy awards and many local festivities which are rich in tradition and filled wallets. Brand
name has also its own popularity in itself. Rolex introduced and perfected what is referred to as the testimony
concept, or as they are called today brand ambassadors. Due to the growing demand in market, it manufactures
round about watches per day with billions of revenues annually. To create its brand awareness among more
people changing its advertising policies. Even though past performance is not an indicator of future results, we
are looking forward to many more creative advertisements to come! Showing it as a Sign of standard. Instead,
only high-quality content can be seen on their official channels with sensible intervals. Share this:. No one else
has a bigger collection of "hits" in the watchmaking industry like Rolex does. Source In the social media age,
we have also been able to see a more acute change of the message the brand wishes to provide. Conclusion 1.
Giving ads billboards and getting exposure through multimedia, online banners, social media, and website and
celebrities events. Strategic Planning for Competitive Advantage Rolex is an established and respected
company with over a years as one of the top watch making companies in the entire wold. It is for this reason
that Rolex managed to connect so many of their timepieces directly to certain individuals, and thereby their
fans. In traditional Rolex fashion, they approached the situation with a lot of care, and only really joined
Social media in  In Sir Malcolm Campbell set the land speed record at over miles per hour wearing a Rolex. It
is for this reason that the brand will always be connected to the icons of the 20th century. Instead of having to
cherrypick individual players they aim to take over the entire field. There was not a very famous trend of
wearing wrist watches at that time. Not to mention the excellent costumer service provided by the employees.
To exist in the market company is trying to invent new trends in the market of watches to make the business
successful in a long run. What this has done for the brand, and in particular looking at the younger
generations, was to become something bigger than just be supported by a few brand ambassadors. This
approach has proven highly successful, as their biggest customer group are individuals who just got a new job,
promotion, or raise and want to portray that achievement outwards. Source More notable than any of those
timepieces, however, is the concept Rolex used with such efficacy in that front page ad they took in the Daily
Mail with Mercedes Gleitze. As a definition, "Competitive Advantage is a set of unique features of a company
and its products that are perceived by the market as significant or superior to those of competition". Thursday,
February 5, Chapter 2. I believe that one of the product differentiation is the status that Rolex can bring with
its name. Rolex is committed to using the best technology and material available in the market to make its
time pieces. Further, the brand has been an active listener, going through mentions of the brand to see what the
customers want to know, and accordingly try to inform them. In Mercedes Gleitze crossed the English channel
wearing a waterproof Rolex Oyster around her neck.


